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Interactive Design of Expressive Locomotion Controllers

for Humanoid Robots

Sébastien Dalibard Daniel Thalmann Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann

Abstract— This paper presents an interactive dynamic con-
troller used to generate locomotion patterns for humanoid
robots. The purpose of this work is to provide animators and
artists easy and intuitive tools to design expressive motions for
humanoid robots. A review of similar work in the computer
animation community has guided our choices regarding the
implementation and level of interaction between the user and an
inverse dynamics solver. We have used our controller on a model
of the Aldebaran humanoid robot Nao, and have generated a
few expressive locomotion patterns that are presented in the
experimental section of this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Generating believable and expressive motions for social

robots remains an open problem. Robots that interact with

humans have to convey their affective state, emotions and

moods, through different modalities, including speech, touch,

facial expressions, body postures and gestures [1], [2]. When

controlling social humanoid robots, or any legged robot, the

need for expressive motion often interferes with complex

stability and balance constraints. For this reason, humanoid

motion generation is traditionally taken care of by specialists

of robot control through specific interfaces that require a lot

of know-how.

On the other hand, in the computer animation enter-

tainment industry, generation of expressive and believable

motion for anthropomorphic characters is usually carried out

by animators, who do not necessarily have the engineering

skills to design motion controllers. In that respect, providing

intuitive, effective and flexible software and interfaces to

motion artists is one of the key challenges in computer

animation research. Our goal is to design similar interfaces

that could be used for humanoid robot whole-body motion

design. Fig. 1 shows some examples of expressive walking

styles applied to a small humanoid robot.

Recently, some joint-space solutions have been proposed

to design humanoid robots animations [3]. The definition

and edition of motion is done by inputing key-poses in the

robot configuration space. This is also the traditional method

used by 3D animators. However, when dealing with complex

kinematic chains, the process of defining every joint angle

for every key-pose can get very tedious. Modifying existing

motions, or adapting them to new characters or situations is

difficult and time-consuming. Another possibility to generate

believable whole-body anthropomorphic motions is to use

motion capture systems and retarget captured data onto the
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Fig. 1. A humanoid robot walking with three different styles. From left to
right: relaxed, sad and proud.

animated character or humanoid robot [4], [5]. Because of the

differences between human and humanoid robot kinematics

and dynamics, the retargeted motion can look very different

from the initial captured motion. Moreover, animators do

not necessarily have access to a motion capture system.

Techniques were proposed in computer animation to generate

new motion from existing data [6], [7], by interpolation or

extrapolation, but they do not seem well suited for humanoid

robotics.

One solution to overcome the limitations of joint-space ap-

proaches is to define control in characters’ operational space

[8]–[10]. This is well studied in both robotics and computer

animation literature, for a recent survey, one can refer to

[11]. In robotics, operational space control approaches are

typically used to solve manipulation task, as well as balance

and stability constraints. This paper deals with the design

and use of operational-space controllers to design expressive

locomotion patterns for humanoid robots. The features that

we propose to control are high level properties of the robot

dynamic state, such as Center of Mass (CoM) position

or trajectory, angular-momentum, end-effector positions, or

joint torque minimization. Our choice of features come

from similar work [12] from computer animation literature,

and recent user studies about the parameters that influence

how people perceive virtual characters’ affective state during

locomotion animations [13]. A small number of physically

relevant and intuitive features have been shown to provide

enough flexibility to the animator, in order to define different

types of stylistic, expressive locomotion patterns.

Next section reviews the related literature and states the

contribution of our work. Section III describes the architec-

ture of our locomotion controller, Section IV lists the features

that the user can control to define new locomotion patterns
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and presents the corresponding user interface, Section V

details some implementation choices, Section VI shows ex-

perimental results obtained on a model of the Nao humanoid

robot and finally Section VII concludes and discusses the

limits and potential improvements of our method.

II. RELATED WORK AND CONTRIBUTION

This paper presents a study on the use of computer

animation tools for humanoid robot locomotion design. We

will thus review the relevant literature from both computer

animation and humanoid robotics communities.

A. Computer Animation

Many existing locomotion controllers proposed in the

computer animation literature use joint-space representations

of motions. They often use per-joint proportional-derivative

servo, coordinated by higher level state machines [14]–

[16]. Another trend to define stylistic motions is data-driven

methods, which interpolate or extrapolate captured data to

generate new animations, see for example [6], [7]. These

methods produce highly realistic animations, but they are

not well suited to generate motions far from the recorded

trajectories, or adapted to very different kinematic trees, like

a humanoid robot.

The need to interactively adapt motion to unexpected

events or to different character models has driven computer

animation research towards physically based locomotion

controllers. For example, Simbicon [17] uses a joint space

representation of locomotion patterns, that adapts to changes

in character or environment by physical simulation and

control. More recently, in [12], de Lasa et al present dynamic

feature-based locomotion controllers, that represent locomo-

tion patterns only in terms of high-level dynamic features.

Our approach is quite similar to this last one. Our long-term

goal is to make humanoid robots as believable in their motion

as state-of-the-art characters in computer animation.

B. Humanoid Robotics

Using operational-space based, dynamic controllers for

humanoid robots is a fruitful ongoing research trend [10],

[18], [19]. Recent contributions focus on how to handle

generic contacts, balance or task prioritization. Our purpose

is not to present a new algorithm for dynamic humanoid

control, but instead, to use existing methods for expressive

anthropomorphic motion design. To our knowledge, this has

not been investigated as such in the robotics community.

Fast dynamic controllers have recently been used to imitate

captured human motion [20]. In our work, we have focused

on the use of controllable dynamic features to define new

locomotion patterns, and thus do not rely on captured data.

C. Contribution

This paper presents a first try at easing the design of

expressive motions for humanoid robots. It is based on

ideas from computer animation, that have not been used in

social robotics yet. By using dynamic control, we generate

physically feasible motions that can be directly applied to

real robots. Our main goal is to provide animators – who

are not necessarily robotics engineers – with flexible and

powerful motion design software, so that robot motions can

get as believable and expressive as state-of-the-art computer

animated characters.

III. LOCOMOTION CONTROLLER DESCRIPTION

Our controller is used to generate physically possible mo-

tion, while satisfying user controlled tasks that define stylistic

locomotion patterns. At time t, the robot is in a configuration

q(t) and in a state (q(t), q̇(t)). In the following, we will

ommit the dependance in t. At each instant of simulation

and control, the controller determines the following vector

of unknowns:

u = (q̈, τ, φ)

where q̈ is the second derivative of the robot configuration,

τ is the vector of actuated joint torques and φ is the vector

of contact forces applied by the environment on the robot.

Each step of control consist in solving a Quadratic Pro-

gram (QP). It optimizes motion objectives, which include

user controlled tasks, by minimizing a quadratic function of

u:
1

2
uTQu+ cTu, (1)

while enforcing physical constraints of the form:

Au ≤ b

Eu = d
(2)

The rest of the section details the definitions and compu-

tations of Q, c, A, b, E and d. We start by presenting the

physics-based constraints, then motion objectives.

A. Physics-based Constraints

1) Dynamic Equation of the system: The dynamic equa-

tion describing the motion of an articulated tree of rigid

bodies in contact with its environment is:

H(q)q̈ + p(q, q̇) = ST τ + JT
Cφ (3)

where H is the whole-body inertia matrix, p is the vec-

tor of nonlinear effects, including centrifugal, Coriolis and

gravity forces, S is a matrix selecting the actuated joints, and

JC is the jacobian that maps joint velocities to world space

velocities at the contact points between the robot and the

environment. For an extensive description of how to compute

these different quantities, the reader can refer to [21]. Eq.

(3) is of the form (Eu = d) in eq. (2) and is bound to be

respected at each step of control.

2) Contacts: At each contact point, the contact force φ is

expressed in the basis of the linearised friction cone [22], and

the force along the normal of the contact surface is positive

or null. We found that enforcing static contact points could

lead to infeasible QP problems. Instead, we only use non-

penetration constraints. Noting n the contact surface normal

at contact C, we enforce the inequality:

n.
(

Jcq̈ + J̇cq̇
)

≥ 0 (4)

Eq. (4) is of the form (Au ≤ b) in eq. (2).
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3) Joint Limits: Joint-limit constraints are handled by the

solver by correctly bounding joint accelerations. Noting the

duration between two control steps ∆T , for a joint value q(i)

bounded between q(i) and q(i), we enforce:

q(i) ≤ q(i) +∆T q̇(i) +
∆T 2

2
q̈(i) ≤ q(i) (5)

4) Torque Limits: Torque limit constraints are enforced so

that generated motions respect robots’ physical capabilities.

They are of the form:

τ (i) ≤ τ (i) ≤ τ (i) (6)

B. Motion Objectives

We have presented the constraints enforced by the QP

solver at each iteration step. Let us now list the objectives

that are optimized. The matrix and vector Q and c from

eq. (1) are weighted sums of the single-objective (Qi)i and

(ci)i corresponding to the objectives listed in the following.

1) Feature tasks: A feature is any vector function f of

the robot configuration q:

y = f(q) (7)

A feature task is defined by a reference task value y∗. We

map this reference value to a reference feature acceleration

ÿ∗ by using a proportional-derivative (PD) control law:

ÿ∗ = −λp(y − y∗)− λDẏ (8)

where λp and λD are feature-specific gains. For the examples

presented in the experimental section, we set λD = 2
√

λp.

Noting J the corresponding jacobian (J = ∂f
∂q

), we can

express the feature acceleration as a function of the robot

configuration derivatives:

ÿ = Jq̈ + J̇ q̇ (9)

The motion objective for such a feature task is the mini-

mization of the distance between the feature acceleration and

the reference feature acceleration:

Ef (u) = ||ÿ − ÿ∗||2 (10)

The examples presented in the experimental section use

different kind of feature tasks:

• 6D (position, rotation) transformation task on points of

the robot, for example for foot transformations;

• 2D parallel task, to keep a vector associated with a robot

body parallel to a world frame vector, for example to

constrain the chest to stay vertical;

• 2D or 3D CoM position;

• Whole-body configuration task, towards a natural rest

pose.

2) Angular-Momentum Task: The total Angular-

Momentum (AM) of the robot is a linear function of the

configuration first derivative q̇. Based on biomechanical

observations [23], and following similar strategies in

computer animation [12], we regulate the AM L around the

robot CoM during locomotion. Let L∗ be the reference AM,

linear control gives:

L̇∗ = −λp(L− L∗) (11)

The linear relationship between L and q̇ is written:

L = JAM q̇, (12)

from which follows:

L̇ = JAM q̈ + J̇AM q̇ (13)

The motion objective for the angular-momentum task is

thus the minimization of:

EAM (u) = ||L̇− L̇∗||2 (14)

The examples shown in the experimental section were

generated with (L∗ = 0), which corresponds to damping

rotations [24].

3) Joint Torque Minimization: To achieve human-like

walk, we add an objective to minimize some actuated joint

torques.

Eτ (u) = ||Tτ ||2, (15)

where T is a selection matrix. We found that minimizing leg

joint torques could lead to instable locomotion patterns, so

we only use this to minimize arm or head joint torques. It

produces stylistic motions like natural-looking arm or head

sway.

4) Task Weights: The weights of the task have been set

to account for their different priority in maintaining balance.

The task of fixing the position of support feet has a weight

of 100, CoM and swinging foot position tasks have a weight

of 10, chest orientation task has a weight of 1, and the

configuration task towards a rest position has a weight of 0.1.

The values of the weights of angular-momentum and joint

torque minimization tasks are set by users. This is detailed

in the next section.

C. Locomotion State Machine

We have presented the control that takes place at every

simulation step. To achieve locomotion, the controller param-

eters depend on a higher-level finite-state machine. The robot

can be in three states: left foot support, right foot support

and double support. The tasks that vary depending on the

robot state are the foot transformations and the CoM position.

When a foot is supporting, foot transformation keeps the

foot static. When a foot is swinging, it follows a trajectory

computed relatively to the supporting foot, based on a few

locomotion parameters (step length, step height).

The CoM x coordinate along the tangent to the robot

trajectory is servoed to the middle of the feet. The CoM

y coordinate (horizontal, orthogonal to the robot trajectory)

follows a sin function, of period the duration of a complete

locomotion cycle. This CoM y trajectory depends on two

parameters: its amplitude and a time phase realtively to

foot trajectories. We have tried two different possibilities

regarding the CoM vertical coordinates z: letting it free or

servoing it to a fixed height. The results are not very different.
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The locomotion is a little more stable when we fix the CoM

height. The experimental section presents results generated

with the latter option.

IV. CONTROLLED PARAMETERS AND USER

INTERFACE

Having described the general functionning of our con-

troller, let us list the parameters that the user can change

in real-time to create new locomotion styles. Fig. 2 shows

an example of the graphical interface available to control the

locomotion style.

Fig. 2. Screen capture of the user control interface

A. Gait Geometric Parameters

As specified in the previous section, the feature tasks

controlling the foot positions and orientations depend on a

few geometric parameters. They can be changed interactively

by the user:

• Step Length: the difference between the support foot

position and the target position for the swinging foot.

It can be negative to generate backward walk;

• Step Height: the maximum height of the swinging foot

trajectory.

The user can also change offline the whole-body configu-

ration used as a rest pose during the motion. This was used

in the presented experiments to change the default position

of the head or arms during locomotion.

B. Balance Parameters

The usual way to generate dynamically balanced walk

motions for humanoid robots is to plan a Zero-Momentum

Point (ZMP) [25] trajectory, that goes from footprint to

footprint. Based on this trajectory and a few approximations,

it is possible to use preview controllers to generate a corre-

sponding CoM trajectory, see for example [26].

In our work, we found that using preview control allowed

less flexibility for the user when creating new locomotion

patterns. The ZMP is not explicitely controlled when using

our controller. Instead, we only ensure that the dynamic

equation of the system is respected at each control step,

and that the normal contact forces at the contact points are

positive. [18] shows how this condition is equivalent to the

classic ZMP criterion. Because our controller does not plan

for future ZMP trajectories, there is no guarantee that the

robot will always be able to stop and recover static balance.

The task of defining a well balanced walk motion is left

to the user, but it turned out to be fairly easy with only a

few intuitive controls. Following is the list of user-controlled

parameters that directly affect balance:

• CoM y trajectory amplitude;

• CoM y trajectory phase, with regards to foot trajecto-

ries;

• Duration of double foot support phase;

• Duration of single foot support phase.

The actual balance depends on coupling of these param-

eters, [27] gives the intuition that the higher the frequence

of steps is, the less the amplitude of the CoM trajectory

should be. This simple idea was used to define default walk

trajectories. Note that the user is free to define unbalanced

motions. For example, if the user tries to generate foot

trajectories without a corresponding CoM motion, the QP

problems will soon be unsolvable and the robot will fall after

one or two steps.

C. Stylistic Parameters

Based on relevant computer animation literature, we let

users control some parameters that define the style of walk

motion. As presented in Section III, the motion objective

optimized by the QP solver is a weighted sum of basic task

objectives. The tasks consisting in regulating the AM to 0,

and the task minimizing joint torques are parameter free.

Through the proposed interface, the user is able to set their

weight in the global motion objective computation, and thus

change the style of motion. The last proposed parameter is

the orientation of the chest of the robot. By default it is

constrained to stay vertical. The user can change an angular

value to make the robot lean forward or backwards. In

[13], a user study based on virtual characters shows how

chest and head orientations affect the perceived valence of

a walking motion. Following is a summary of the user-

controlled stylistic parameters:

• Angular-momentum task weight;

• Torque minimization task weight;

• Chest orientation.

V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The proposed interface has been implemented using ROS

middleware [28]. The simulation graphic environment con-

sists of a 3D visualization window, to monitor the robot state,

and a simple control window, where sliders positions define

locomotion parameters. The QP solver used by our controller

is qpOases [29], [30], which implements an online active

set strategy. For simulation and control, we use a time step

of 5 ms, while total dynamic computation and QP solving

requires between 7 and 9 ms. Even if real-time simulation
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and control was not achieved, we found that this rate was

fast enough to interactively design walking animations.

In simulation, the robot model is controlled by joint

torques. However, we did not have access to a physical model

of torque-controlled robot. To use the generated locomotion

trajectories on a joint angle servo-controlled robot, we saved

the generated joint angle trajectories and replayed them

on the robot. This is how the results presented in the

experimental section were produced.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results were obtained on a model of the Aldebaran

humanoid robot Nao. Starting from a balanced walking

pattern, designing a new one with different style took approx-

imately half an hour, including testing on the physical robot.

Sometimes, motions that are balanced in simulation turn out

to be infeasible on the real hardware, because of floor and

foot surface friction modelization errors. The design of a new

locomotion pattern includes testing on the robot. When the

real robot was not able to achieve the designed motion, we

went back to simulation and tried a more conservative walk.

We present here four different expressive locomotion

patterns, that illustrate the use of the stylistic parameters

listed above. Readers can refer to the attached video for the

complete set of parameters used to design these locomotion

controllers. The video presents the simulation interface and

physical testing on the robot for all motions.

A. Relaxed Walk

Starting from a balanced forward walk motion, we increase

the weights of the angular-momentum control task and the

of joint torque minimization task to 50. This automatically

produces natural looking arm and head sway, that counter-

balances the angular momentum due to CoM motion. It

makes the walk look relaxed. Fig. 3 presents the generated

relaxed walk.

Fig. 3. Relaxed walk motion. Starting from a normal walk, the angular-
momentum and torque minimization tasks are given higher weight.

Note that the motion played on the robot does not include

feedback control, it is open-loop. Differences between the

simulated friction of the contact surface and the real one can

lead to errors in the motion execution. In the presented video,

the motion is played on a slippery surface, which produces

wider body sway than in simulation. The generated motion

was stable enough to be executed on this surface.

B. Cautious Walk

For this locomotion pattern, we increase the height and

duration of steps. The rest configuration was changed to

make the robot lift up its arms and look to the ground in

front of him. The resulting motion looks like a cautious walk

on an unknown terrain. Fig. 4 shows this cautious walk.

Fig. 4. Cautious walk: the robot makes high and slow steps, while looking
at the ground.

C. Proud Walk

[13] shows how chest and head orientations change the

perceived valence of a walk motion. Leaning backwards

during locomotion is associated with positive valence, and

leaning forward with negative valence. We have tested this

idea by providing users a way to control the angle between

the robot chest and the vertical.

The proud locomotion pattern was generated from a re-

laxed walk by increasing angular-momentum damping and

leaning backwards. Fig. 5 shows this walk pattern.

Fig. 5. Proud walk: the robot leans backwards, minimizes joint torques and
controls its angular-momentum.

D. Sad Walk

The sad walk was generated from a relaxed walk motion

by making slower and lower steps. The robot is leaning

forward, and the angular-momentum control is reduced.

Fig. 6 shows the sad walk pattern.

Fig. 6. Sad walk: the robot leans forward, makes small steps and minimizes
joint torques.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented an interactive dynamic

controller for humanoid robots, used to generate stylistic

locomotion patterns. Through a few graphical controls, users

can generate locomotion trajectories that vary in their dy-

namic properties and style. We found that expressing the

controlled motion features at a dynamic level allowed the

generation of natural looking walk motions. Our controller
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does not include balance preview control, so the user is free

to define unbalanced motions. We found that this allowed

more flexibility in the exploration of the range of possible

motion, at the price of a short learning phase for the user.

We believe that providing motion artists with flexible and

intuitive software is necessary to the development and use

of social humanoid robots.

In the future, we plan to conduct deeper research on the

choice of controlled features. We would like to automatically

choose them, based on motion data set analysis. This could

be applied to other types of motion, not just locomotion.

Future user studies will evaluate the relevance of the con-

trolled features and the ease to use the interface. We also

plan to evaluate the perceived expressiveness of the motions

generated with our interface. Finally, we plan to use our

interface to generate expressive motions on more complex

humanoid models.
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